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APPENDIX

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION IV

NRC Inspection Report: 50-285/94-21
!

Operating License: DPR-40 I

Licensee: Omaha Public Power District
Fort Calhoun Station FC-2-4 Adm.
P.O. Box 399, Hwy. 75 - North of Fort Calhoun
Fort Calhoun, Nebraska

Facility Name: Fort Calhoun Station

Inspection At: Blair, Nebraska

Inspection Conducted: September li through October 22, 1994

Inspectors: R. Mullikin, Senior Resident Inspector
R. Azua, Resident Inspector
S. Campbell, Resident Inspector, Arkansas Nuclear One

,
j//494Approved: _fft _

WiTlia . Jofidisis,~~ Chief, Project Branch A Date

Inspection Summary
,

Areas Ins _pected: Routine, unannounced inspection of operational safety
verification, plant support activities, maintenance and surveillance
observations, onsite engineering, Temporary Instruction 2515/125, followup on
previously identified items, and onsite followup on licensee event report.

Results:

Plant Operations*

The operators did not consistently know the exact cause of elevated pressure
in the low pressure safety injection system, a long-time " operator work
around" (Section 2.1.1).

The operators were not aware of the shutdown requirements associated with
Technical Specification Limiting Condition for Operation 2.12, " Control Room
Systems," even though the operators had entered this limiting condition for
operation when the control room ventilation Charcoal Unit VA-64A was removed
from service for a maintenance activity. This was viewed as a weakness
(Section 2.1.2).

Control room activities were performed in a manner to assure safe plant
operation (Section 2.1.3).
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The licensee procedure for locked valves did not clearly reflect the intent of
the program (Section 2.2.3).

The licensee promptly responded to inspector identified deficiencies
(Section 2.2.4).

Plant component labeling continued to be incomplete. A formalized program was
in progress; however, the f ailure of operations personnel to identify labeling
errors during system lineups was an example of lack of attention to detail
(Section 2.3.2).

Maintenance=

Routine maintenance and surveillance activities were performed properly
(Sections 4 and 5).

Engineering.

The licensee's corrective actions on the identification that raw water pump
seal water was safety-related was prompt and proper. However, it was noted
that this issue had been raised several times before being correctly resolved.
The licensee's initial reviews of this issue were not thorough (Section 6).

Plant Support.

The failure to promptly update a posting used to identify the color of
currently inspected slings was weakness in the personnel safety program
(Section 2.2.2).

One noncited violation was identified. The licensee identified another
example of an individual in the controlled area without proper dosimetry.
Corrective actions were still in progress for a similar previous violation
(Section 3.1.1).

Otherwise, the radiation protection program was being properly implemented.
Radiation protection personnel were noted to provide excellent coverage during
removal of obsolete spent fuel racks. The licensee implemented expanded
practical factors training and the inspectors found this training to be very
good (Section 3.1.4).

The security program was being properly implemented. An upgrade to the
security X-ray machine was a positive enhancement (Section 3.2).

The licensee's program for excluding foreign material from plant systems was
good (Section 7).

- _ . __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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Summar_y of Inspection Findings:

One noncited violation was identified (Section 3.1.1).*

Inspection Followup Item 285/9216-01 was closed (Section 8).*

Viol ation 285/9303-01 was closed (Section 9.1).*

Violation 285/9403-01 was closed (Section 9.2).*

Licensee Event Report 93-004 was closed (Section 10).*

Attachment:

Persons Contacted and Exit Meeting*
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DETAILS

1 PLANT STATUS

The Fort Calhoun Station operated at 100 percent power until 8 p.m. on
October 21, 1994, when a power reduction to 32.5 percent power was commenced.
The power reduction was performed to determine the source of a suspected fuel
rod leak. The plant remained at 32.5 percent power at the end of the
inspection period.

2 OPERATIONAL SAFETY VERIFICATION (71707)

2.1 Routine :ontrol Room Observations

The inspectors observed operational activities throughout this inspection
period to verify that adequate control room staffing and control room '

professionalism were maintained. Shift turnover meetings were conducted in a
that provided for proper communication of plant status from one shiftmanner

to Lhe other. Discussions with operators indicated that they were aware of
Controlplant status, equipment status, and reasons for lit annunciators.

room indications of various valve and breaker lineups were verified for
current plant status.

2.1.1 Low Pressure Safety Injection Header Pressure

On September 19, 1994, while performn,' a tour of the control room, the
inspector observed that low pressure safety injection system main header
Pressure Indicator PI-325 was reading approxn.stely 250 psi, while high
pressure safety injection system main header Pressure Indicator PI-309 was
reading approximately 0 psi.

The inspector asked the operators, on two separate shifts, to explain the
cause of the higher pressure indication on the low pressure safety injection
system. The operator's response to the question was varied, with one operator
believing it was a possible transmitter problem. The majority, though,
believed it was due to backleakage from the safety injection tanks (normal
operating pressure is approximately 250 psi) through one or more check valves, ,

or globe valves, in the low pressure safety injection system _ Some operators
stated that this condition was not new and that it had existed in previous
operating cycles. The inspector concluded the operators did not consistently
know the exact cause of the condition.

The inspectors contacted the system engineer responsible for the emergency
l core cooling system. The system engineer was found to be very knowledgeable

of this plant condition and explained that it was the result of a combination
of three activities. The first was backleakage through four low pressure
safety injection system check valves (SI-194, -197, -200, and -203; each
located on a separate reactor coolant loop injection train) which had measured
leakage rates of approximately 1 gpm per check valve. This was within the

|
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acceptance criteria of the check valve leak check surveillance test performed
each refueling outage. This allowed the pressure between the check valves and
the normally closed low pressure safety injection motor operated isolation
valves (HCV-327, -329, -331, and -333) to equalize. The pressure in the
piping downstream from the check valves was set by the safety injection tanks
(approximately 250 psi). Secondly, the motor-operated valves are cycled open
once every morith during a safety injection actuation signal test. This allows
the piping between the motor-operated valves and the low pressure safety
injection pump's discharge check valves (SI-121 and -129), which are water
solid, to pressurize. Finally, a combination of higher backleakage from the
motor-operated valves than that from the pump discharge check valves has
resulted in the maintenance of this pressure.

It was apparent to the inspector that the operators had been aware at one time
of the cause of the high pressure indication. The_ operators had learned to
live with this condition and were aware that it had no major safety concern,
as long as the indicated pressure did not go higher. As a result, over time

the operator's knowledge deteriorated.

The inspectors discussed this with licensee management who stated that a
program was presently underway to catalog and track " operator work around"
conditions. Part of this program was intended to identify those abnormal
plant conditions that the operators had learned to live with and to correct
them if possible. The licensee stated that they had not yet determined a
course of action for handling those items which would not be repaired, but
they understood the importance of keeping all operators abreast of the cause
of these conditions. The inspectors will monitor the licensee progress in
this area during future inspections.

2.1.2 Operator Knowledge of Action Statement Requirements

On September 28, while reviewing the control room logs, the inspector noted
that the licensee had entered Technical Specification Limiting Condition for
Operation 2.12, " Control Room Systems." This was the result of control room
ventilation Charcoal Unit VA-64A having been removed from service for a
maintenance activity. The log stated that it had a 7-day time limit.

The inspector asked the operators what actions were required to be taken at
the end of the time limit. The licensed senior operator stated that, at the
end of the time limit, the control room ventilation unit would be placed in
the recirculation mode. Another operator disagreed, stating that he believed
that a report was required to be written to the NRC delineating the cause of
the inoperability and listing the licensee's actions to alleviate the
condition. Upon review of the Technical Specification limiting conditions for-
operation, the operators found that af ter 7 days the plant would have to be
placed in a cold shutdown condition within the following 24 hours. The
inspector questioned operators during other shifts and found that they were
also unaware that Technical Specification Limiting Condition for
Operation 2.12, " Control Room Systems," required that, at the end of the
7 days. the plant be placed in a cold shutdown condition within the following

- -. _ -. ._ . _ _ , _ _ . - , __ .- _ - . _ .
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24 hours. The failure of the operators to know that the action requirements
for a current limiting condition for operation was a weakness.

The inspector discussed this weakness with licensee management. Licensee
management agreed that the operators should be aware of shutdown requirements.
They stated that the operators are responsible for accurately logging the
Technical Specification and to be aware of the altered plant conditions which
had caused them to enter a Technical Specification limiting condition for
operations. Although operators may track the Technical Specification
requirements, the required actions are also tracked by operations management
during the plan-of-the-day meetings. During these meetings, the cause for
entering a Technical Specification limiting condition for operation and
proposed corrective actions are discussed. In addition, time limits and other
requirements are monitored with increased efforts being applied as time goes

Finally, the Technical Specifications are also discussed during routineon.
plant review committee meetings.

The inspector found that the licensee had sufficient checks and balances to
prevent a violation of this Technical Specification and that this had been the
only example identified of this kind. In addition, the Technical
Specification had been properly logged and tracked. The inspector indicated
to the licensee that this example indicated a lack of inquisitiveness on the
part of the operators questioned. The licensee believed that the condition
described would not have resulted in a violation. However, the licensee
indicated that they would continue to monitor to see if other examples arise
that may be indicative of a problem that should be addressed by licensee
management.

2.1.3 Conclusion

The inspectors concluded that control room activities were performed in a
manner to assure safe plant operation. Operator knowledge of the
circumstances regarding a condition that had been previously identified, and
which they had learned to live with, was inconsistent. Licensee ongoing
efforts to address this problem, in part, were found to be good. The failure
of operators to be aware that they were required to shut down if the limiting
condition for operation was exceeded was a weakness.

2.2 Plant Tours

The inspectors routinely toured various areas of the plant to assess the
safety conditions and adequacy of plant equipment. The inspectors verified
that various valve and switch positions were correct for the current plant
conditions. Piping and instrumentation drawings and operating instructioru
posted in vital areas were inspected and found to be current. Personnel were
observed obeying rules for escorts, visitors, entry, and exits into and out of
vital areas. Plant management performed periodic tours to observe current
plant conditions. The inspector noted this was a positive step, which kept
management personnel aware of changing plant conditions and contributed to
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plant housekeeping improvements. The inspectors verified that the current'
revision of the NRC Form 3, " Notice to Employees," were posted as required by
10 CFR 19.11.

2.2.1 Inverter Bypass Transformer Abnormal Noise

While performing a backshift inspection on September 14-15, 1994, the
inspector observed that the Inverter C Bypass Transformer was making an i

abnormal noise and that the abnormal noise had changed since the previous !

|week.

The inspector noted during the prior week that the bypass transformer was
louder than normal . The inspector observed at that time that a deficiency tag
was attached and a maintenance work request initiated according to the tag.
The licensee had concluded that an increase in noise level did not require an
immediate transformer replacement. The licensee had previously replaced ,

|bypass transformers when the noise level increased.
|
!The abnormal noise observed by the inspector on September 14-15, was a

cyclical noise, not continuous as had been observed previously on this
transformer and the others that had been replaced. The inspector notified the ,

shift supervisor and an operator was dispatched. After the operator confirmed |

the change in noise, the shif t supervisor placed the replacement of this |

transformer on his priority list, which was reviewed daily during the plan-of- )

the-day meeting. The licensee determined the need to replace the transformer
earlier than scheduled. The transformer was replaced in a prompt manner.

2.2.2 Out-of-Date Posting for Inspected Slings

On September 29, 1994, the inspectors identified that the sign posted in the
1025-foot level of the auxiliary building (Room 69) stating the current color
code for slings was out of date (white was only good until September 10). In
addition, the inspectors identified a number of slings located in the work
areas that were color coded white. The color coding is the method used by the
licensee to identify those slings or rigging that had been inspected. When
the inspection period has expired, workers are not allowed to use the slings
until they are reinspected. These inspections are performed each year, and
for each inspection a new color is selected. The personnel safety coordinator
was informed, the slings were promptly removed, and the sign was updated
(black was now the approved color). The failure by the licensee to post a new
sign when the other expired, and the presence of slings with an expired color
located in the work areas where they could be used, are an indication of a
weakness in this area of personnel safety. However, there was no indication
that uninspected slings had been used during this period.

_ ._ __ - -, ..
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2.2.3 Locked Valves

On October 5, 1994, while touring the emergency diesel generator rooms, the
inspectors identified that the primary and secondary air start system
discharge isolation valves for each diesel generator (SA-113, -114, -163, and
-164) were in the proper position (open), but had not been locked. This
appeared to be contrary to the criteria set forth in Standing Order S0-0-44,
" Administrative Controls for the Locking of Components." The standing order
stated, in part, that valves which could be inadvertently misaligned, without
being immediately detectable from the control room, and which could render
plant systems or equipment necessary for safe shutdown of the plant
inoperable, were required to be locked.

The inspectors raised this concern to the licensee. The licensee responded
that they did not believe that the valves described met the criteria. This
was based on the fact that if one of the valves mentioned was inadvertently
shut, thus isolating one train of the air start system, the other train would
still be capable of starting the diesel generator. However, the licensee
determined that the standing order could be interpreted to include these
valves and concluded that the wording in the standing order was too general.
The licensee stated that the procedure was poorly worded and that it did not
accurately reflect the intent of the program. As a result, the licensee
submitted a procedure change which shif ted the emphasis of the program from
being general to specifying the valves that were required to be locked.

2.2.4 Conclusion

The prompt response by the licensee to the inspectors findings was found to be
good. However, the failure'by the licensee to update a sign indicating color
of currently inspected slings indicated a weakness in this area of personnel
safety.

The procedure for control of locked valves did not clearly reflect the intent
of the licensee's program.

2.3 Safety-Related System Walkdown

On October 4, 1994, the inspectors performed a valve position verification
walkdown of the air startirg systems for Emergency Diesel Generators I and 2.
The following procedures and drawings were used in the walkdown:

Operating Instruction 01-DG-1, " Diesel Generator No. 1 (DG 1) Normal*

Operation," Checklist 01-DG-1-CL-A

Operating Instruction OI-DG-2, " Diesel Generator No. 2 (DG 2) Normal*

Operation," Checklist 01-DG-2-CL-A

Piping and Instrumentation Drawing B120F07001, Sheet 1, " Starting Air*

System Schematic DG-1 P & ID"
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Piping and Instrumentation Drawing B120F07001, Sheet 2, " Starting Air*

System Schematic DG-2 P & ID"

2.3.1 Observations |

TheThe inspectors found that all the valves were in the correct position.
physical appearance of the equipment was very good. While performing the
walkdown of the starting air system for Diesel Generator 2, the inspectors
identified a number of labeling errors. The labeling errors included the
following:

Secondary starting air system Air Receiver SA-3A-2 had two labels.
|

One
.

correctly identified the air receiver, the other identified it as Air
Receiver SA-3B-2.

Secondary starting air system Air Receiver SA-38-2 had two labels. One
*

correctly identified the air receiver, the other identified it as Air
Receiver SA-3A-2.

Secondary System A Receiver Air Isolation Valve SA-173 was labeled.

Secondary System B Receiver Air Isolation Valve SA-174.

Secondary System B Receiver Air Isolation Valve SA-174 was labeled.

Secondary System A Receiver Air Isolation Valve SA-173.

In addition, the inspectors identified in Piping and Instrumentation
Drawing B120F07001, Sheet 2, that primary and secondary system shutoff
Valves SA-164 and SA-163, respectively, were labeled as globe valves, when in
fact they were ball valves. The identified discrepancies were provided to the

The licensee promptly removed the incorrect labels from the airlicensee.
receivers listed above, issued a work request to correct the labels for
Valves SA-173 and SA-174 at a later date (the valves were not easily
accessible), and submitted a drawing change request to correct the drawing
deficiency. In addition, the licensee walked down the starting air systems
for both diesel generators. No other labeling or drawing errors were
identified.

The licensee indicated that the labeling errors prooably occurred during the
last refueling outage during work on the starting air receivers and associated

1hese errors provided an example of the weaknesses in the licensee'spiping.
labeling program that were identified by the inspectors during a previous
inspection. It was noted that, in response to the inspectors previous
comments, the licensee was in the process of upgrading and proceduralizing the
labeling program. This upgrade will include independent verification of the
installation of new labels. The licensee believes that the changes being
implemented to the program will prevent future errors of this kind.
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2.3.2 Conclusion

Material condition of the diesel generator air start system equipment was
found to be very good. The inspector identified additional examples of
weaknesses in the licensee's labeling program. Labeling weaknesses were
identified by the inspectors during a previous inspection. It was noted that,

in response to the inspectors previous comments, the licensee was in theHowever, theprocess of upgrading and proceduralizing the labeling program.
f ailure of operations personnel to identify labeling errors during system
lineups was an example of lack of attention to detail.

3 PLANT SUPPORT ACTIVITIES (71750)

3.1 Radiological Protection Program Observations

During this inspection period, the inspectors verified that selected
activities of the licensee's radiological protection program were properly
implemented. Health physics personnel were observed routinely touring the
radiologically controlled areas. Contaminated areas and high radiation areas
were properly posted, and restricted high radiation areas were found to be
locked, as required. Area surveys, posted outside each room in the auxiliary
building, were found to be current. These survey readings were found to be
similar to readings obtained by the inspector with the use of the NRC's survey
meter.

3.1.1 Individual in Radiologically Controlled Area Without Proper Dosimetry

On October 4, 1994, a licensee employee inadvertently entered the
radiologically controlled area with his ALNOR (self-reading dosimeter) turned
off. The employee had inadvertently walked past the log-in desk as several
other employees were standing in front of it. The error was identified by
radiation protection personnel when the employee was exiting the area. Upon

identifying the error, the employee's access to the radiological controlled
area was blocked, and his supervisor was informed. As a result, the employee
was required to attend radiation protection retraining before he could be
allowed access again to the area.

The licensee's investigation into this event determined that the employee had
been working in a low dose area fnr approximately 15 minutes and had been
accompanied by another employee whose ALNOR was on. In addition, the employee
was wearing his thermoluminescent dosimeter which allowed the licensee to-
accurately measure the exposure the employee had received during his short
stay. The individual's measured exposure was zero.

This licensee identified that the failure to have adequate dosimetry, while in
the radiological controlled area, was a violation of: (1) the radiation work
permit requirements which the employee had read and signed; (2) Section 5.1.10
of Procedure RP-AD-200, " Radiation Protection Administration Procedure," which
requires that all personnel shall log in and out of the access control system
for each radiologically controlled access entry; (3) Section 5.3.2.A, which

_ -. _ _ - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ -
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requires that personnel entering the radiob qically controlled area wear
approved personnel monitoring equipment; arm (4) Tcchnical
Specification 5.8.1. However the violation is not being cited because the

Therequirements of 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C, Section Vll.B.1, were met.
licensee's immediate corrective actions were appropriate. The licensee was in
the process of upgrading the radiological controlled area log-in process to a
similar violation, Violation 285/9407-03, when this event occurred. These

upgrades were not yet complete at the time of the event. In the interim, in

an effort to prevent a recurrence of this kind of event, the licensee amended
their log-in process, 1. allow only two people in the log-in area at one time.
The inspectors will continue to monitor the licensee's progress in this area.

3.1.2 Disposal of Removed Spent Fuel Racks+ ,

The inspectors monitored the licensee's efforts during the cutup and disposal
of the old spent fuel racks. These had been removed from the spent fuel pool

'

and replaced during the licensee's recent rerack effort.
A :Radiation protection personnel were noted to provide excellent coverage.

tent was set up in the railroad siding in which the cutting of the racks was
to be performed. This was done to minimize the spread of both surface and

,

airborne contamination created by the cutting effort, in addition, personnel
working in the tent were required to wear powered air purifying respirators. :

Radiological protection personnel stated that a mechanical filter respirator
would have provided sufficient protection for this effort but decided that, to
minimize heat stress on the worker, the powered air purifying respirators were :

provided. The licensee was also monitoring for hot particles throughout this
effort. By the end of this inspection, none were identified.

|3.1.3 General Employee Training on Practical Factors

The inspectors attended licensee's general employee training. The licensee
had instituted expanded (approximately 4 hours) training on practical factors.
In addition to classroom training, the participants were required to plan a
job and perform the job in a simulated contaminated area. The participants
were groupeo into small teams with time restraints put on performing the
actual job. Each team member was observed and graded by a separate teame

member. Personnel were graded on their understanding of the radiation work
permit, their implementation of good radiological work practices, and the
proper utilization of anti-contamination clothing. The inspectors found this

,

training to be very good.

3.1.4 Conclusion

The inspectors concluded that the radiation protection program was bei q
properly implemented. The licensee identified another example of
Violation 285/9407-03; an employee entered the radiological controlled area
without proper dosimetry turned on. However the violation is not being cited .

!

because the requirements of 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C, Section VII.B.1, were
met. The licensee's immediate corrective actions were appropriate.

_ -. - - . _ _ _ _ _ __,
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Preventive corrective actions, instituted as a result of the previous
violation in this area, were not totally complete by the end of this
inspection period. Radiological personnel coverage of the spent fuel cutup
work was found to be excellent. The new practical factors portion of general
employee training was very good.

3.2 Security Proqram Observations

The inspectors observed various aspects of the licensee's security program.
Security personnel were found to perform their duties in a professional

Vehicles were properly controlled or escorted within the protectedmanner.
Designated vehicles parked and unattended within the protected areaarea.

were found to be locked and the keys removed. The inspectors routinely toured
the protected area perimeter and found it maintained at an excellent level.
Proper compensatory measures were observed when a security barrier was
inoperable.

The inspectors toured the central alarm station and the secondary alarm
station. The security personnel stationed at these locations were observed
for a period while they performed their duties. The overall assessment of
their duties was very good. The inspectors also observed security personnel
perform a shift turnover at these locations. Proper communication of security
status from one shift to the other was noted. The security personnel

'

,

interviewed were knowledgeable of their responsibilities and of the present
condition of the security system.

During this inspection cycle, the licensee replaced the X-ray machine in the
primary access point with a newer model. The new machine is an improvement
over the older equipment. The inspector monitored the installation of the
equipment. The technicians performing the installation were knowledgeable of
their responsibilities. Postmaintenance testing of the equipment was
performed with no discrepancies noted. While the equipment was being
installed, security personnel were noted performing thorough searches of all
packages. In addition, the smaller size of the new equipment also promotes
better visibility for the security officers on duty. The security officers
were f ound to be very knowledgeable of the capabilities of the new system.

The inspectors concluded that the security program was being properly
implemented. Replacement of the security X-ray machine with new upgraded
equipment was a positive enhancement to the security program.

I4 NAINTENANCE OBSERVATIONS (62703)
l

The maintenance activities listed below were observed and documentation
reviewed to verify that the activities were conducted in a manner which
resulted in reliable safe plant operation.

__ _ _
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4.1 Maintenance Observations

The following maintenance activities were observed:

Maintenance Work Order 942223, " Movement of Spent Fuel Racks Stored in*

Rooms 67 and 68 to Railroad Siding for Volume Reduction"

Maintenance Work Order 942224, " Reorient Spent Fuel Racks into Tent in.

the Railroad Siding / Volume Reduction / Load LSA Boxes on Truck in Rad
Waste Building"

Preventive Maintenance Order 9401798, " Air Compresser CA-1B; Backup*

Start Pressure Switch"

Preventive Maintenance Order 9402216, " Calibrate PI-6514, Instrument Air*

Pressure Gauge at FP-513"

Preventive Maintenance Order 9402532, " Calibrate TS-1711B, Air=

Compressor CA-1B Discharge Air High Temperature Trip Switch"

Maintenance work orders, preventive work orders, and associated procedures
were found to have been reviewed and approved, as noted by the appropriate
signatures. Good procedural compliance was noted during the performance of
these efforts. Maintenance personnel were found to have excellent knowledge
of their responsibilities, with personnel having been trained for their |

appropriate tasks as noted by the appropriate training documentation. The |

maintenance activities were found to be within the skill of the craft. |

I
|4.1.1 Heavy Load Permit Review
l

During the performance of Maintenance Work Order 942223, the inspector noted |

that the spent fuel racks were going to be transported over an area containing |
the safety injection refueling water storage tank. The inspector verified i

that the licensee had performed an evaluation to determine if dropping a load i

of this magnitude created an unreviewed safety question. Based on a review of
the licensee's heavy load permit, the inspector concluded that an unreviewed
safety question did not exist. No problems were noted. |

During the performance of Maintenance Work Order 942224, good ALARA practices |

were followed. In addition, very good personnel safety practices were also
followed, i.e., spotters were used when heavy loads were being moved; number
of personnel in the area were limited during these efforts; and personnel were
monitored closely to prevent heat stress. Also, excellent prejob briefings
were noted. Detailed instructions were provided during these briefings, which
provided a very good forum for personnel to raise questions and to have these
questions addressed. In addition, the presence of a representative from all
departments involved helped to minimize miscommunication.

i

|

|

l

__
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During the performance of the prev 3ntive maintenance activities, all equipment
used by the instrumentation and controls personnel to support these efforts
were found to have been calibrated. This was verified both by the calibration
stickers on the equipment and the equipment's calibration documentation.

4.1.2 Conclusion

The inspectors concluded that routine maintenance activities were performed in
a proper manner.

5 SURVEILLANCE OBSERVATIONS (61726) |

The inspectors observed the surveillance testing listed below to verify that j

the e '.ivities were performed in accordance with the licensee's approved
progrens and the Technical Specifications.

5.1 Surveillance Observations

The following surveillance activities were observed:

Surveillance Test EM-ST-EE-0003, " Quarterly Surveillance Test for.

Station Battery No. 1 (EE-8A)"

Surveillance Test EM-ST-EE-0001, " Monthly Surveillance Test for Station.

Battery No. 1 (EE-8A)"

Surveillance Test RP-ST-RM-0002, " Radioactive Material Sources.

Surveillance"

Surveillance Test IC-ST-RM-0001, " Monthly functional Test of Area.

Radiation Monitors"

Throughout these activities, procedural compliance was noted. The procedures
were of the latest revision, as verified through the licensee's document
control program. In addition, the procedures were found to have been reviewed
and approved as noted by the appropriate signatures. Finally, it was verified

that these surveillances satisfied the requirements of Technical
Specifications and were performed within the appropriate period. No problems
were noted.

5.1.1 Battery Surveillance Ac'eptance Criteria Review

During the review of Surveillance Tests EM-ST-EE-0001 and EM-ST-EE-0003, the
inspector verified that the test results met the acceptance criteria. During
this review, the inspector noted that the electrolyte levels in the batteries
were approaching the low end of the normal operating band. The inspector
questioned the licensee personnel as to why water had not been added to raise
the level to the midpoint. The licensee responded that the procedure did not
require the adding of water until the level dropped below the low level mark.

_
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The inspector reviewed the vendor manual for the batteries. The inspector
found the vendor manual recommendations to be consistent with the procedural
guidance, in addition, the licensee stated that they do not normally allow
battery levels to get this low and stated that, by the next surveillance test,
the levels would be returned to the midpoint.

5.1.2 Source Material Leak Test Review

During the review of Surveillance Test RP-ST-RM-0002, the inspector verified
that source materials that were not in use and had not been leak tested were
properly stored. In addition, the inspector verified that the licensee had
the proper documentation for the material that had been disposed of. For all
remaining sources that were in use, the inspector verified that they all had
been properly leak tested and that they had all met the acceptance criteria
set forth in the procedure. No discrepancies were noted.

5.1.3 Conclusion

The inspectors concluded that routine surveillance activities were performed
properly.

6 ONSITE ENGINEERING (37551)

6.1 Raw water Pumps Seal Water Safet_y Classification

On October 7,1994, the licensee determined that the seal water supply for the
raw water pumps was safety-related. Seal water is used for lubrication and
cooling of the raw water pump shaft bearings and seal packing. The potable
water system is the normal seal water source, but the normally isolated raw
water tap off the pump's discharge line can provide a less clean source.

During the performance of a self-assessment of the raw water system, the
licensee determined that the basis for the nonsafety-related classification of
seal water supply should be documented. It was during the discussion with the
pump manuf acturer that the classification of the seal water was put into
question. The pump manufacturer would rot guarantee in writing that the raw
water pumps would operate for longer than a few minutes without seal water.
Thus, the licensee determined that the seal water system was safety-related.

The licensee made a notification to the NRC under 10 CFR 50.72 for being
outside of the design basis. The licensee's immediate actions were to lock
open the raw water to potable water interface valve on each pump to provide a
continuous source of seal water. The licensee determined that the raw water
pumps were operable using this configuration. The inspectors will review the
licensee's permanent corrective action on this matter during routine review of
Licensee Event Report 94-007.

This issue was raised several times before it was correctly resolved. The

licensee had previously questioned the nonsafety-related classification of the
seal water supply to the raw water pumps. In April 1993, the applicable

- . . _ __
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system engineer questioned whether the seal water supply was safety-related.
An engineering assistance request was sent to design engineering. Based on
informal conversations with vendor representatives at that time and some
operating experience, the licensee believed that the raw water pumps could run
for an extended period (days or longer) without seal water.

Further, an unresolved item was previously closed based on the nonsafety-
related classification of the seal water. In NRC Inspection
Report 50-285/93-26, the inspector documented the observation that an
unlabeled valve had been recently installed in the seal water supply line to
Raw Water Pump AC-10A without updating the applicable drawing or procedure. .

The inspector questioned at that time why the pump had been declared operable
without updating applicable documents. The response from engineering and
operations was that the seal water supply did not affect the operability of
the pump. However, Unresolved Item 285/9326-05 was initiated to review the
design modification process which permitted equipment to be placed into
service before system acceptance by operations. In the maintenance
reliability initiative inspection conducted on June 20 through July 15, 1994,
this unresolved item was reviewed. The item was closed, largely based on
engineering's evaluation that the seal water supply was nonsafety-related.

6.2 Conclusion
:

The inspectors concluded that the licensee's response and corrective actions
to the raw water pump seal water concern was prompt and proper. However, it
was noted that this issue had been raised several times before being correctly
resolved. The licensee's initial reviews of this issue were not thorough. ;

7 FOREIGN MATERIAL EXCLUSION (TI 2515/125) i

The inspector reviewed the licensee's program for foreign material exclusion.
The objective of this inspection was to determine whether the licensee had
implemented effective procedures to prevent foreign material from .

inadvertently entering safety systems during maintenance activities, outages, )
and routine operations. The inspector reviewed the following procedures:

Standing Order S0-M-10, " Foreign Material Exclusion"*

Standing Order S0-M-103, " System Cleanliness" i*

The inspector noted that the licensee had a very good program for control of
foreign material. However, it was noted that there was no procedural !

requirement for inventorying material brought into containment during routine
operations.

The licensee provided to the inspector four incident reports that were
generated since the beginning of the last refueling outage, that began in
September 1993, for foreign material problems. One report documented that an
open system was left uncovered. One report described the lodging of dryer

!
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desiccant between an instrument air valve and its seat, while another finding f
was the buildup of river aterial in fire protection piping. The last
incident report was the aiscovery after defueling of a piece of metal on the
lower core support plate. The licensee concluded that this had been
introduced into the reactor vessel during some previous refueling outage.

The inspector reviewed these reports and determined that these incidents were
infrequent and did not appear to have a common cause or represent a concern
with the licensee's foreign material exclusion program.

8 FOLLOWUP - OPERATIONS (92901)

8.1 IC_l osed) Inspection Followup Item 285/9216-01: Decay Heat Removal
Monitoring

This item concerned actions the licensee proposed to satisfy the
recommendation of Generic letter 88-17, " Loss of Decay Heat Removal ."
Specifically, the licensee committed to install instrumentation which would
sense the onset of vortexing and anticipate loss of the decay heat removal
pump. The licensee proposed the following to satisfy this concern:

Installation of a shutdown cooling high flow alarm.*

Installation of equipment to monitor and trend shutdown cooling pump*

motor amperage during reduced reactor coolant system inventory
conditions.

The Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation reviewed the licensee's proposed
actions and found them sufficient.

The inspectors reviewed the status of the proposed actions. The installation
of a shutdown cooling high flow alarm was scheduled for completion in early
November 1994, under Modification Request MR-FC-92-035. The equipment to
monitor and trend shutdown cooling pump motor amps was available during the
previous refueling outage. The installation and removal of the strip chart
recorder was proceduralized ia Operating Instruction 01-RC-1A, "RCS
Instrumentation."

9 FOLLOWUP - MAINTENANCE (92902)

9.1 LClosed) Violation 285/9303-01: Inadequate Postmaintenance Testing
Af ter Swapping Power Range Control Channels A and B for Power Range
Safety Channels A and D

This event occurred when the licensee, following indications of intermittent
oscillations for Power Range Nuclear Instrumentation Safety Channel A,
implemented Temporary Modification TM 92-078. This modification swapped Power
Range Control Channels A and B for Power Range Safety Channels A and D. The

licensee failed to perform adequate postmaintenance testing when the
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modification was completed. Thus, the licensee failed to identify that the
subchannel cables for the control Channel B Detector had been reversed prior
to Temporary Modification TM 92-078.

The corrective actions taken by the licensee as a result of this event
included:

The subchannel input cables for Power Range Safety Channel D,*

Connections ED3029A and ED3031A, were found to be reversed at Junction
Box JB-14C. Temporary Modification TM-92-078 was revised to interchange
the cables. These connections were corrected. Subsequent testing
indicated appropriate responses.

Applicable power range nuclear instrumentation drawing discrepancies=

were corrected via Engineering Change Notice ECN 93-057.

The licensee investigated labeling of the power range nuclear*

instrumentation cables and did not find any deficiencies.

Standing Order 0-25, " Temporary Modification Control," was revised to*

provide additional guidance on determining functional testing
requirements.

Temporary modifications, installed as of March 1, 1993, were reviewed*

and adequacy of the postmodification testing was confirmed.

Postmodification testing process for permanent modifications was*

reviewed and determined to be adequate.

The inspector reviewed documentation and drawings for the completion of the
corrective actions taken by the licensee. Based on the review performed by
the inspector, the licensee has taken appropriate actions to preclude
repetition of this event.

9.2 1 Closed) Violation 285/9403-01: Three Examples of Failure to Follow
Procedures

This violation was the result of three separate events where the licensee
failed to follow procedures. The first dealt with the failure of a system

engineer to properly report a broken valve stem on a raw water valve to the
shift supervisor. The second dealt with the failure of a licensee technician
to properly bag a radiation monitor prefilter and charcoal cartridge in

,

separate bags. Finally, an escorted contractor stepped on a valve actuator i

and handwheel for the main steam isolation valve Bypass Valve HCV-1042C while |
performing maintenance. j

l
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The corrective actions taken by the licensee as a result of this event
included:

Standing Order G-78, " Observation Program," was evaluated. It was.

determined that the standing order adequately addresses resolution of
problems / deficiencies identified and this information was shared with
the responsible group.

Licensee management met with the system engineers to reinforce the.

system engineers' responsibilities with respect to the requirements of
Standing Order G-18, " Operational Nonconformance Reports."

Meetings were held with individual personnel in departments that report-.

to the plant manager and the personnel in the production engineering
division to discuss issues related to these events. This included the
technicians responsible for properly bagging radiation monitor
prefilters and charcoal cartridges following removal.

Security Form SDF-ll7, " Duties and Responsibilities of Visitor Escorts,".

was revised to address the need to ensure that visitors adhere to the
requirements of standing orders, including not walking on piping or
equipment.

Security form SDF-116, " Visitor / Tour Authorization Form," was revised to.

indicate that visitor escorts are responsible for ensuring that visitors
read and sign the visitor briefing on the form. In addition, the

visitor briefing section of Form SDF-ll6 was revised to indicate that
walking on piping and certain plant equipment was not allowed.

The licensee issued a memo to plant personnel outlining the incident and.

discussing the revised visitor escort procedures.

The inspector reviewed documentation for the completion of the corrective
actions taken by the licensee. Based on the review performed by the
inspector, the licensee has taken appropriate actions to preclude repetition
of this event.

10 ONSITE REVIEW 0F LICENSEE EVENT REPORTS (92700)
,

10.1 (Closed) Licensee Event Report 285/93-004: Inoperability of Power Range
Nuclear Instrumentation Safet_y Channel D

This event occurred when the licensee, following indications of intermittent i

oscillations for Power Range Nuclear Instrumentation Safety Channel A, |

implemented Temporary Modification TM 92-078. This modification swapped Power
Range Control Channels A and B for Power Range Safety Channels A and D. The
licensee failed to perform adequate postmaintenance testing when the

|modification was completed. Thus the licensee failed to identify that the <

subchannel cables for the Control Channel B detector had been reversed prior

- . . _
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to Temporary Modification TM 92-078. Drawing discrepancies contributed to
failures to identify the pre-existing wiring problem.

This licensee event report is closed based on the review performed on
Viol at on 285/9303-01 (Section 9.1).

__
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ATTACHMENT

1 PERSONS CONTACTED

1.1 Licensee Personnel

*R. Andrews, Division Manager, Nuclear Services
*J. Chase, Manager, Fort Calhoun Station
*G. Cook, Supervisor, Station Licensing
*J. Gasper, Manager, Training
*W. Gates, Vice President, Nuclear
*R. Jaworski, Manager, Station Engineering
*L. Kusek, Manager, Nuclear Safety Review Group
*T. Patterson, Division Manager, Nuclear Operations
*R. Phelps, Acting Manager, Production Engineering
J. Tills, Operations Supervisor
D. Trausch, Manager, Licensing

1.2 NRC Personnel

*W. Johnson, Chief, Project Branch A

* Denotes personnel that attended the exit meeting. In addition to the
personnel listed above, the inspectors contacted other personnel during this
inspection period.

2 EXIT MEETING

An exit meeting was conducted on October 26, 1994. During this meeting, the
The licenseeinspectors reviewed the scope and findings of the report.

acknowledged the inspection findings. The licensee did not identify as
proprietary any information provided to, or reviewed by, the inspectors.


